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The unification of gravitation and electromagnetism and the cause of the pioneer
anomaly discovered by NASA
Abstract
It is found that general relativity is incomplete because it involves the charge-mass interaction.
The Reissner-Nordstrom metric enables to show that, due to the electromagnetic energy, there
is a repulsive effect in gravity. Analysis of this effect shows that the geodesic equation as the
equation of motion is inadequate. To include the force of charge-mass repulsion, it is shown
that the unification within the theoretical framework of a five-dimensional theory would
resolve this problem because of the additional metric elements. In the five-dimensional theory
of Einstein and Pauli, those elements were incorrectly disregarded as having no physical
meaning. The string theorists led by Witten also failed because they do not understand the
Einstein equation adequately. Concurrently, the formula E = mc2 is proven as only conditionally valid and experimental verifications of the new force are discussed. Thus, the full meaning
of relativity is still emerging after 100 years of Einstein’s creation. The physical meaning and
applications of the new charge-mass interaction are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Einstein initiated the unification of electromagnetism and
gravity, but the need of unification has not yet been clarified[1]. In general relativity, a major error of Einstein was
the existence of bounded dynamic solutions[2]. Such an
error was the root for the failure in recognizing the unification of electromagnetism and gravitation[2]. Moreover,
since Einstein incorrectly considered general relativity as
logically complete[3], in the five-dimensional theory of
Einstein and Pauli[4], all the “extra” metric elements are
regarded as having no physical meaning. On the other hand,
however Maxwell showed that unification is a remedy to
remove the shortcomings of the theories to be unified[1].
Accordingly, Einstein’s unification scheme would fail.
Nevertheless, the rise of non-abelian gauge theories results in a great advance of unifying the weak, the strong,
and the electromagnetic[5]. Then, the unification with gravity
is the next goal. Many speculated that the string theory
would give this final unification. However, string theorists

tried for more than a quarter of a century without any
visible success. Instead, they misleadingly misinterpreted
general relativity[74]. Recently, critics started to openly question the validity of string theory, and even the relevance
of unification[5,6].
In this paper, it will be shown that apart from the difficulty in mathematics, a hidden problem is that theorists
do not understand general relativity and related theories
yet. The real problem is that general relativity is not yet
ready for the stage of unification. For instance, the editor
of the Royal Society still rejects Einstein’s requirement on
weak gravity[7,8] since the “covariance principle” is proven
invalid only recently[9]. Moreover, there are unphysical
metrics that can give the correct light bending[10].
Most of those who work on the issue of unification are
particle physicists or mathematicians. Naturally, they rely
on experts of relativity. Unfortunately, those perceived
“experts” actually do not understand general relativity
well[11-13], and Feynman[14] was aware of their inadequacy.
For instance, except in Einstein’s original works, there are
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no textbooks or reference books (including the British
Encyclopedia [2006]) that stated and explained Einstein’s
equivalence principle correctly although this principle is
stated in page 57 of “The Meaning of Relativity’”[15]. Also,
some theorists criticized Einstein without getting the facts
straight first[12].
About 25 year ago, we[16] conjectured that, as in the case
of electromagnetism, the unification is also due to internal
inadequacy of such theories. However, it was very difficult to identify inadequacy in general relativity because things
are not clearly defined. For instance, Einstein’s equivalence
principle[15,17] was very difficult to apply. It took a long
time to recognize that Einstein’s theory was not even selfconsistent because of two reasons. First, Einstein’s theory
of measurement is actually inconsistent with his equivalence principle[18]. Moreover, he over-looked that his measuring instruments are in a free fall state and his measurement may not be executable for the length of an extended
object[13]. Second, the so-called “covariance principle” is
not generally valid in physics[9]. In fact, Einstein’s argument for the justification of the “covariance principle”
was actually not valid[19].
However, problems seem to be rectifiable within the theoretical framework of general relativity[9,12,13,18,20]. A major
problem remains to be fixed is that Einstein’s equation
must be modified to have a dynamic solution[21,22]. However, an equation of first order approximation, which was
derived independent of the Einstein equation, would give
dynamic solutions for massive sources[23]. It is interesting
to note that Einstein and Rosen[22,24] were the first who
discovered the non-existence of wave solutions. However, Einstein did not explain his equivalence principle sufficiently although Pauli’s version is a misinterpretation of
his principle[25].
The famous formula E = mc2[75], was “derived” in 1905[17],
but Einstein[26] did not know it is only conditionally valid.
For instance, the electromagnetic energy is not equivalent
to mass[27]. Moreover, Einstein did not see that his formula is inconsistent with the notion that light consists of
just electromagnetic waves[28]. This error led Einstein and
his peers to over-look the charge-mass interaction (see
Section 2), which is crucial for unification of electromagnetism and gravitation.
Now, any attempt to have a unification including gravity
must study general relativity and the issue of E = mc2
first. And the lack of progress in unification should not be
blamed on string theorists alone. However, there are indications that such a problem can be resolved in the theoretical framework of a five-dimensional theory. In any
case, the conjecture of Lo et al[1,16] that unification is due
to internal inadequacy is verified. This means that the current popular approaches to unification need to review thoroughly and restart all over again.
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THE INVALID SPECULATION OF m = E/c2
The formula E = mc2can be traced back to special relativity, which suggested a rest mass m0 has the rest energy of
m0c2. This is supported by the nuclear fissions with E =
mc2, where m is the mass difference after the fission
and E the total energy created and is usually a combination of different types of energy. After the case of photons, Einstein had tried very hard for years (1905-1909) to
prove this formula to be generally valid, but failed[29]. Thus,
the relation m = E/c2 is only an unverified speculation[76].
Ironically, the famous formula E = mc2 is also a formula
that many physicists do not understand properly[30]. This
formula means that there is energy related to a mass, but
it does not mean that, for any type of energy, there is a
related mass[30,31]. A root of misunderstanding E = mc2 is
related to the fact that, for the case of photons, its derivation[17] has not been completed. A crucial step is Einstein’s
implicit assumption of treating light as a bundle of massless particles. However, Einstein did not consider gravity
in 1905 owing to the limitation of Newtonian gravity.
Consequently, it was not aware that an electromagnetic
energy-stress tensor is very different from the energy-stress
tensor of massless particles[28].
Many believed that the equivalence of electromagnetic
energy and mass was verified[32]. However, this is in conflict with electromagnetism because the trace of an electromagnetic tensor is zero, but the trace of an energystress tensor of massive matter is non-zero. On the other
hand, it is observed that a 0 meson would decay into
two  rays. However, this only means that the photons
must include non-electromagnetic energy, which has been
identified later as the gravitational energy[28]. If the photons have only electromagnetic energy, the sum is also electromagnetic energy, but the photons, being massless particles, can create a massive energy-stress tensor. Thus,
Einstein’s proposal of a photon being a quantum of electromagnetic energy[17] is actually inadequate. However,
Einstein was limited by the fact that his general relativity
had not been created then.
According to general relativity, the electromagnetic energy
is not equivalent to mass. Consider the static case,
G

R


1
g R  8  T ,
 2 



where R  g R  ,

(1)
áâ

and T is the total energy-stress tensors. R(  8ð g Táâ ) is
independent of the electromagnetic energy-stress tensor
T(E) since T(E) is traceless. Thus, the electric energy
cannot be equivalent to a mass. (For a dynamic case, the
equation would be[2,21] R – (1/2)g R = – 8 [T t(g)], where t(g) is the gravitational energy-stress tensor.)
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The unverified speculation E = mc2, being unconditionally valid, would imply that all the coupling constants would
have the same sign. In turn, this would imply that there are
no bounded dynamic solutions for the case of massive
source[2], and thus general relativity is invalid for the dynamic case. The general validity of E = mc2 was questioned since the binary pulsars experiment that the coupling constants necessarily have different signs[21].
The unconditional equivalence between mass and energy
would imply that gravity would always increase as the energy of sources increase. This will be proven to be unequivocally invalid by the Riessner-Nordstrom metric[33],
with the help of experiments[34,35]. However, to save such
a situation, misinterpretations[36,37] were created and the
charge-mass interaction was overlooked. It will be shown
first that such misinterpretations are actually in conflict with
the derivation of the Riessner-Nordstrom metric. Experimental verification of this new repulsive force leads to a
new chapter in physics (see sections 4-7).
Moreover, the skeptics demand for additional experimental
verification on the limitation of E = mc2. Then such an
investigation leads to focusing attention to the RiessnerNordstrom metric. This metric turns out to be a key to
find shortcomings of the theoretical framework of general relativity. It will be shown that the geodesic equation is
inadequate and this cannot be fixed within the theoretical
framework of general relativity + electromagnetism.
THE REISSNER-NORDSTROM METRIC AND
THE REPULSIVE EFFECT

interpretations m = E/c2 eight years after it has been proven
incorrect[30]. From his book, it is clear that such a misinterpretation was still prevailing[78].
Some argued that the effective mass in metric (2) is M q2/2r (in the units, the light speed c = 1) since the total
electric energy outside a sphere of radius r is q2/2r[79].
However, from metric (2), the gravitational force is different from the force created by the “effective mass” M –
q2/2r because


1  
2M q 2 
M q2
1
 1 
 2   ( 2  3 )   2
2 r 
r
r 
r
r
r

q2 

 M  . (3)
2r 


They achieved only exposing further an inadequate understanding in the theory of relativity[31,33,41,80]. Some theorists
claimed that M should include the electric energy, and this
exposes a even deeper error.
DERIVATION THE REISSNER-NORDSTROM
METRIC AND ITS MISINTERPRETATIONS
It seems that mass M in (2) as a “total mass” that includes
the electric energy, would be allowed if you are careless.
However, a close examination shows that this is invalid.
According to Einstein, for the Reissner-Nordstrom metric, the static field equation includes at least the massive
energy-stress tensor and the electromagnetic energy-stress
tensor. They differ by that the electromagnetic energystress tensor is traceless whereas the massive energy-stress
tensor is not.
If one assumes that the metric has the following form,
ds 2  f dt 2  h dr 2  r 2 ( d 2  sin  2 d 2 ),

General relativity makes it explicit that the gravity generated by mass and that by the electromagnetic energy are
different, as shown by the existence of repulsive effect in
the Riessner-Nordstrom metric[33],

(4)

[39]

then, as shown by Wald , at the region outside the particle (r > r0) we have
1
d
 R00  (fh)1/2 (fh)1/2 f' (fhr)1 f',
2
dr

(5a)

1
d
 R11   (fh)1/2 (fh)1/2 f '  (h2r)1 h',
2
dr

(5b)

1
1
 R 22   ( rh ) 1 f ' ( h 2 r ) 1 h'  r 2 (1  h 1 )
2
2

(5c)

1


2M q 2  2 
2M q 2 
ds 2   1 
 2  dt   1 
 2  dr 2  r 2 d 2 , (2)
r
r 
r
r 



where q and M are the charge and mass of a particle and
r is the radial distance, in terms of the Euclidean-like structure[20,23,77] from the particle center. In metric (2), the gravitational components generated by electricity have not only
a very different radial coordinate dependence but a different sign that makes it a new repulsive gravity.
In fact, it is probably that the publication of this metric in
1916 and 1918 that ended Einstein’s misconception starting from 1905[38] that any energy related to a mass m =
E/c2. However, such a misinterpretation[11,13] is crucial to
the unconditional universal coupling assumption for the
singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose[39]. Thus,
some theorists would even ignore that the Hulse-Taylor
experiment has proven the extended universal coupling is
incorrect[11,21]. Moreover, Will[40] continues to use his mis-

Moreover, outside the particle we have
T(m) = 0

for

r > r0.

(6a)

But
T(m)00 = (r), T(m)11 = T(m)22 = T(m)33 = P(r),
when r < r0

(6b)

where P(r) is the pressure of the perfect fluid model.
Because the electric energy-stress tensor T(E) is traceless, we also have, for r > r0,


R00 = –R11 = R22 = –E2, where E 

q 
r
r3

(7)

is the electric field, according to Misner et al.[33]. If h = 1/
f in metric (4), then (5) is reduced to
FP 40
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 R 00  R 11 

1
f ' '  r 1 f '  E 2
2

(8a)

And
 R 22   r 1 f '  r 2 (1  f )  E 2


Moreover, if f   1 


(8b)

2M q 2 
 2  as in metric (2), then we
r
r 

have, in consistent with (7),
q2
 r 2E2
r2

(9)

Thus, from the above derivation, it seems there is no restriction on the mass M of metric (4). However, from (7),
it is clear that M in metric (4) cannot include the electric
energy (outside the particle) since it has been represented
in (7).
Nevertheless, Herrera, Santos, & Skea, argued that M in
(2) involves the electric energy[37]. They follow the error
of Whittaker[42] and Tolman[43] who believed the equivalence of mass and electric energy. They defined the active
gravitational mass density  with the electromagnetic energy tensor E as   E 00  E ii and the active mass in a
volume Va is given by
1/2

m a (r )  V ( g ) dx1 dx 2 dx 3 ,

(10)

a

where g is the determinant of the metric g. It thus follows that, for a particle with charge Q, one has


m a (  )  m a ( r )  r

Q2
Q2
m
(
r
)
M
dr


,
and
,
a
r2
r

where m a (  )  M

ds 2  e  dt 2  e   dR 2  R 2 d 2 where R 3 = r 3 + r0
(11)

Thus ma(r) would be in agreement with that the total force
is proportion to
1  
2M Q2
 1 
 2
2 r 
r
r

Q2 1

  ( M 
)
r r2


since M  m a ( r )  Q 2 / r  m a ( r0 )  Q 2 / r0 ,



(12b)

where r0 is the radius of the particle. However, (11) does
not agree with (3) since
 2( M 

Q 2 1  2M Q2
)  
 2
r r 
r
r





(12c)

Eq. (12a) implies that the weight of a charged metal ball
would increase when the charge Q is increased, According to eq. (10), ma(r0) would increase as the charge Q increases. Thus, no repulsive effects can be detected. However, as shown in (12b), M includes energy outside the
particle, in conflict with (7).
If the mass M is the inertial mass of the particle, the weight
of a charged metal ball can be reduced[34] (see Appendix).
Thus, as expected[30], experiments of two metal balls[45]
FP 41

where Mem = Q2/r0, and M = Mmat + Mem

(13a)

(13b)
[36]

requires that

[37]

does is essen-

g   g   1 . Thus, what Herrera et al.
(12a)

3

2 M mat 2 M em Q 2  
2M Q 2 

e    1 

 2    1 
 2 ,
R
R
R  
R
R 


The difference is due to that Pekeris


1 1  1
  m a ( r0 )  Q 2 (  )  2
r0 r  r




reject eq. (11). The repulsive force on a charged ball is an
important experiment to be completed for the details since
it is also a test of general relativity[44].
The inertial mass of the particle should be smaller than M
defined in (12b) since an acceleration of the charged particle would not immediately affect the electric energy at
long distances. However, ‘t Hooft also claimed in his Nobel
Lecture[46] that M in (12c) is the inertial mass subjected to
Newton’s second law. Thus, it is clear that ‘t Hooft is not a
competent physicist. Understandably, ‘t Hooft as an applied mathematician does not understand the principle of
causality adequately[47]. Note that the radius re of an electron e is about a half of its classical radius e2/m0c2[48],
where m0 is its inertial mass. Thus, the electric energy e2/re
would be larger than m0.
The problem started from the assumption of equivalence
between mass and electric energy. Moreover, if electric
energy is assumed as equivalent to mass, should it be considered as part of the gravitational mass of the particle or
not. If it is, then gravitational mass and inertial mass are
different. If it is not, then any electromagnetic energy should
assign a mass. If any electromagnetic energy should assign
a mass equivalence, then this would reject that a photon is
massless and also special relativity. Thus, the electric energy should not be equivalent to mass.
The above approach is essentially the same as that of
Pekeris[36], who gets a similar metric as follows:

tially what Pekeris had done. Apparently, theorists have
run out of ways that can be used against the repulsive
force.
In summary, although the Riessner-Nordstrom metric and
the other two metrics look the same, they are different
because the mass M means differently in respective metrics.
However the Reissner-Nordstrom metric can explain this
force only for a special case. For the case of a charged
capacitor, this is beyond general relativity.
THE CHARGE-MASS INTERACTION AND
FIVE-DIMENSIONAL THEORY
To show the repulsive effect, one needs to consider only
gtt in metric (2). According to Einstein[15],
d2x
dx  dx 



 0,

ds 2
ds ds
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 (   g     g     g  )g  / 2

(14)

Thus,

and ds 2  g ìí dxì dx í are defined by the metric g. Consider the static case, dx/ds = dy/ds = dz/ds = 0. Thus,

 A k   g i 5  g k 5 
dx 5
q 1
 A

, K  ki 

,

2
d
Mc K
x i    x k
x i 
 x

d2x
dct dct
    tt
,
ds 2
ds ds

and

1 g t g tt  1 g tt 


g
)g 
where   tt   ( 2
2 ct x 
2 x 

q2
M
m 3
2
r
r

(15)

(16)

in the first order approximation since gr r  -1. Thus, the
second term is a repulsive force.
If the particles are at rest, then the force acts on the charged
particle Q has the same magnitude
2

q 
 M
 m 2  m 3  r̂, where r̂ is a unit vector
r 
 r

(17)

since the action and reaction forces are equal and in the
opposite directions. However, for the motion of the
charged particle with mass M, if one calculates the metric
according to the particle P of mass m, only the first term
is obtained. Thus, the geodesic equation is inadequate for
the equation of motion. Moreover, since the second term
is proportional to q2, it is not a Lorentz force[81]. Thus, it is
necessary to have a repulsive force with the coupling q2 to
the charged particle Q in a gravitational field generated by
masses. In conclusion, force (17) to particle Q is beyond
current theoretical framework of gravitation + electromagnetism[82].
However, this problem would be solved in a five-dimension theory[1], where the geodesic equation would include
the coupling of q2. The geodesic is
d 
dx k  1 g kl dx k dx l
 g ik

ds 
ds  2 x i ds ds
g  dx 5 dx k
dx 5 dx 5
d2 x5
 g
  5ik  5ki 
 i , 55
 gi5
x  ds ds
ds ds
ds 2
 x
d 
dx k 1
dx 5 
dx 5 dx k
 g 5k
 g 55
  k , 55
ds 
ds 2
ds 
ds ds
1
d 2 x 5 1 g kl dx l dx k
 g 55

,
2
ds 2
2 x 5 ds ds

(19)

where K is a constant. It thus follows that

since g would also be static. (Note that the gauge affects
only the second order approximation of gt t[49].) For a particle P with mass m at r, the force on P is
m

d2 x5
0
d 2

(18a)

d 
dx k  1 g kl dx k dx l
 g ik

d 
d  2 x i d d
2
A  q dx k
 A
 q  1
  ik  ki 




i , 55
2
2
x  Mc 2 d
 x
 Mc  K

d 
dx k 1
q 
q dx k
 g 55
 g 5k
  k , 55
2
d 
d 2
KMc 
KMc 2 d
l
k
1 g kl dx dx

2 x 5 d d

(20a)

(20b)

One may ask what the physical meaning of the fifth dimension is. Note that although the string theorists talk about
space of much higher dimensional, they have no physical
reason except for mathematical validity of their speculation. They claimed that those dimensions are curl up. Our
position is that the physical meaning the fifth dimension is
not yet very clear[1], except some physical meaning is given
in equation (19). The fifth dimension is assumed as part
of the physical reality, and the metric signature is (+,-,-,-,-).
However, our approach is to find out the full physical
meaning of the fifth dimension as our understanding gets
deeper. Unlike mathematics, in physics things are not defined right at the beginning. For example, it took us a long
time to understand the physical meaning of energy-momentum conservation.
For a static case, it follows (20) and (17) that the forces on
the charged particle Q in the -direction are


mM Mc 2 g tt dct dct 

g ,
2
2  d d

and

mq2
1 q2 
 ,55 2
g
3

K Mc2

(21a)

and
k , 55
(18b)

q dx k
 0,
KMc 2 d

where k , 55 

g i 5 1 g 55
1 g 55


x 5 2 x k
2 x k

(21b)

where ds 2  g ìí dx ì dx í , ,  = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 ( dô 2  g kl dx k dx l ;
k, l = 0, 1, 2, 3).
If instead of s,  is used in (18), the Lorentz force suggests

in the (-r)-direction. Here particle P is at the origin of
spatial coordinate system (, ’, ’). The meaning of (21b)
is the energy momentum conservation. It is interesting
that the same force would come from a different type of
metric element depending on the test particle used. Thus,

q  A i A k   g i 5 g k 5  dx 5





Mc 2  x k x i   x k
x i  d

gtt  1 

2m
mMc2 2
, and g 55 
K  constant
2
c
2

(22)
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In other words, g55 is a repulsive potential. Since g55 depends on M, it is a function of local property, and thus is
difficult to calculate. This is different from the metric element gt t that depends on a distant source of mass m.
On the other hand, since g55 is independent of q, (g55/
)/M depends only on the distant source with mass m.
Thus, this force, though acting on a charged particle, would
penetrate electromagnetic screening. This would make such
a force easier to be identified. From (22), it is possible that
a charge-mass repulsive potential would exist for a metric
based on the mass M of the charged particle Q. However,
since P is neutral, there is no charge-mass repulsion force
(from k, 55) on P.
In terms of physics, since the static repulsive force is independent of the charge sign, it should not be subjected to
electromagnetic screening. From the viewpoint of the fivedimensional theory, the charge would create an independent field to react with the mass. To test this, one should
observe whether there is a repulsive force from a charged
capacitor to a mass particle since a capacitor would screen
out the electromagnetic field outside the capacitor in current theories. Experimentally, such a force is observed since
a charge capacitor reduces its weight[50-53].

composite object consisting of many charged particles.
The space probes give a good opportunity to check the
mass-charge interaction. If the repulsive force comes from
the sun, then m in (23) would be mp the mass of the
pioneer, and distance r would be R the distance between
the sun and the space probe. However, the charge term is
not clear since for the sun we do not know what the nonlinear term q2 should be. Nevertheless, since such forces
act essentially in the same direction, we could use a parameter PS to represent the collective effect of the charges.
Then, the effective repulsive force Fp would be (see also
Section 6)

THE CHARGE-MASS REPULSIVE FORCE ON
A SPACE PROBE PIONEER

F

The Reissner-Nordstrom metric was first published in
1916, the same year that first paper on general relativity
was published. Since Einstein advocated such unification[15],
the necessary unification of gravitation and electromagnetism should have been recognized shortly. However, this
was not recognized until 2006[35]. Because Einstein’s accurate predictions, a faith has been created on him; and this
makes a critical analysis overdue[54].
Note that, the calculation of (17) is essentially based on
general relativity. The five-dimensional theory is invoked
only to justify that the new force is not subjected to electromagnetic screening. However, this is theoretically crucial to establish a charge-mass repulsive force, which is
independent of electromagnetism.
Then, the charge-mass repulsive force between a point
charge q and a point mass m is

and

Fp 

Ps m p

Since the neutral sun emits light and is in an excited state,
the sun has many locally charged particles, and PS is not
negligible. If the data fits well with an appropriate parameter PS, then this would be another confirmation of the
charge-mass interaction.
Since this force is much smaller than the gravitational force
from the sun, in practice the existence of such a repulsive
force would result in a very slightly smaller mass MS for
the sun, i.e.
Msmp
R

2

Msmp

F

q2m
r3

(23)

in the r-direction. The five-dimensional theory supports
that it is not subjected to electromagnetic screening, and
this is supported by the experiment of weighing charged
capacitors. This new force would behave very differently
from an attractive force, which is inversely proportional
to the square of the distance r. However, due to the q2
term, this formula should be modified for the case of a
FP 43

(24)

R3

R0

2





Ps m p

(25a)

R3
Ps m p
R0

3



M ss m p
R 20

(25b)

for R0. Then, we have
F

M ss m p
R

2



Ps m p  1
1

 
2
R  R0 R 

(26)

Thus, there is an additional attractive force for R > R0, the
distance of the earth from the sun. Of course, if the space
probe is charged, then there is another repulsive force with
MS being the mass of the sun and Ps due to such charges.
Moreover, such a force would not be noticeable from a
closed orbit since the variation of the distance from the
sun is small. However, for open orbits of the pioneers,
there are great variations. When the distance is very large,
the repulsive force becomes negligible, and thus an additional attractive force would appear as the anomaly. Such
a force would appear as a constant over a not too long
distance. Thus, the repulsive fifth force satisfies the overall
requirements according to the data[55].
When the four planetary probes experienced unaccountable changes in velocity as they passed Earth, they experienced an additional repulsive force from the Earth because the core of the globe has charged currents. Moreover, depending on the way of approaching the globe, a
planetary probe would also experience an additional attractive force due to current-mass interaction (see next
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section). The related force would be more complicated
just as the Lorentz force is more complicated than the
Coulomb force. Thus, a planetary probe would experience an additional acceleration or de-acceleration[83].
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
It has been shown that the theoretical framework of general relativity is inadequate, and modification is necessary.
However, it should be noted that although unification of
electromagnetism and gravitation is necessary, no new
theory is compelling. All you can show is that it is a feasible
way to solve the problem.
One may ask whether the force Fcm of charge to mass
repulsion and the force Fmc of mass to charge repulsion
are the same kind of force[84]. Since they have different
origin; according to Einstein’s equation, the repulsive term
in gt t is due to the electromagnetic energy, where the term
in g55 is due to mass alone. Since the electromagnetic energy is subjected to electromagnetic screening, the force
Fcm would also be subjected to screening although the force
Fmc would not. This shows that there is a deficiency in
current four-dimensional theory.
It should be pointed out that the screening effect to the
force Fcm is only a result of the current four-dimensional
theory. From the viewpoint of the five-dimensional theory,
the charge would create an independent field to react with
the mass. Moreover, one can have a large spherical capacitor to do the testing. Thus, this new force of gravity can
be adjusted with the potential of the capacitor and thus
this is potentially a new technology. Experimentally, such a
force is observed since a charge capacitor reduces its
weight[50-53,85].
In other words, the charge-mass repulsive force mq2/r3 is
a prediction of the five-dimensional theory and is independent of the four known forces. It should be noted
also that in electrodynamics the term -k, 55 (dx5/d)2 is
also necessary because it has been shown in 1981 that the
terms g5k/x5 are related to the radiation reaction force[1].
Moreover, if the investigation of electric energy leads to a
charge-mass repulsive force, it is expected that the magnetic energy would generate an additional current-mass
force.
Recently, Martin Tajmar and Clovis de Matos[56], from the
European Space Agency, found that a spinning ring of
superconducting material increases its weight much more
than expected. Thus, they believed that general relativity
had been proven wrong. However, according to quantum theory, spinning superconductors should produce a
weak magnetic field. Thus, they actually are measuring also
the interaction between an electric current and the earth,
i.e. an effect of the current-mass interaction. However,
this is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Gravitation was considered as producing attractive force
only. Based on the speculation of unconditional validity
of E = mc2, Hawking and Penrose implicitly assumed in
their space-time singularity theorems that all the coupling
constants have the same sign. Recently, it is proven that for
the radiation of binary pulsars the coupling constants must
have different signs[11,21]. Thus, their singularity theorems
are actually irrelevant to physics. Consequently, theories
based on those singularity theorems must be revised. Now,
even the electromagnetic energy would produce repulsive
forces. Thus, the physical picture of only attraction provided by Newton is just too simple for a phenomenon as
complicated as gravity that relates to everything.
Note that the five-dimensional theory is not a theory of
everything since the issues of particle creation and annihilation are not addressed. Moreover, in this paper only the
static case is considered, and formula (17) is essentially
derived from general relativity. It is hope, however, that
for the dynamic cases, a five-dimensional theory would
help the necessary modification of the field equation of
general relativity[1]. On the other hand, the string theorists
should, at least, improve their understanding on general
relativity first if they hope to have any progress[74].
Moreover, since many do not understand that E = mc2 is
only conditionally valid, and thus misunderstandings actually started from special relativity. They ignored issues such
as the conflict between the “covariance principle” and
Einstein’s requirement on weak gravity[86], and they believed this invalid principle[9]. General relativity is not yet a
self-consistent theory[9,11,18,20]. And the principle of causality was still inadequately understood[87].
Some theorists incorrectly regarded general relativity as a
gauge theory[57] similar to electromagnetism because they
failed to understand that such gauges means different
meanings for coordinates, according to Einstein’s equivalence principle[12,20,58]. Thus, it is unrealistic to expect the
string theorists to perform a miracle in unification. Einstein
is really a genius and the full meaning of general relativity
is still emerging after 100 years of its creation. Now, it is
clear that unification is a necessity.
In closing, we quote a remark by Einstein and Pauli (1943),
who wrote in 1943
“When one tries to find a unified theory of gravitational
and electromagnetic fields, he cannot help feeling that there
is some truth in Kaluza’s five-dimension theory.”
It turns out that their observation would be a prophecy
for the future advancement of such unification. Moreover, since a theory of weak interaction must be unified
with electromagnetism, the necessity of unifying gravitation and electromagnetism would imply that the goal of
the string theorists is, independent of their desire, a realistic problem.
Recently, it is found[59] that different kinds of heated up
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metals, in contrast to the claim of Einstein[26], all reduce
weight, but no weight increase. It is very clear, E = mc2 is
not generally valid. Moreover, the researches in general
relativity[33,39,40] have been largely misled, and thus need to
have a thorough review. The major difference in this paper from others is that it is on verifiable predictions instead of speculation in cosmology.
APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
OF THE MASS-CHARGE REPULSIVE FORCE
The repulsive force in (2) can be detected with a neutral
mass. To see the repulsive effect, one must have
1  
2M q2  M q2
 2  2  3 0
1 
2 r 
r
r  r
r

(A1)

Thus, repulsive gravity would be observed at q2/M > r.
For the electron the repulsive gravity would exist only inside the classical electron radius r0 (= 2.81710–13cm). Thus,
it would be very difficult to test a single charged particle[81].
However, for a charged metal ball with mass M and charge
Q, the formula is similarly 0 > M/R2 – Q2/R3, where R is
the distance from the center of the ball[35]. Consequently,
the attractive effect in gravity is proportional to mass related to the number of electrons, but the repulsive effect
in gravity is proportional to square of charge related to
the square of the number of electrons. Thus, when the
electrons are numerous enough accumulated in a metal
ball, the effect of repulsive gravity will be shown in a
macroscopic distance.
Consider Q and M is consist of N electrons, i.e., Q = Ne,
M = Nm + M0, where M0 is the mass of the metal ball, m
and e are the mass and charge of an electron. To have
sufficient electrons, the necessary condition is
N

2
R
, where r0  e  2.817  10 13 cm.
r0
mc 2

(A2)

For example, if R = 10 cm, then it requires N > 3.5501013.
Thus Q = 5.68310-7 Coulomb. Then, one would see the
attractive and repulsive additional forces change hands.
For this case, the repulsive force is
Q2mp
R3
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therefore electromagnetic radiation must have mass[38].
That Einstein’s derivation of E = mc2 is valid only for a
special case and is not therefore general, has also been discussed in details by Sharma[65].
The existence of a Euclidean-like structure is a necessary
condition for a physical space[20]. Then, Einstein’s condition for weak gravity can be defined[23] although the Royal
Society failed to understand this[7,11].
It is a general practice of members of the Wheeler School
that they do not admit errors even it is obvious. For instance, they still do not acknowledge that their error on local
time from their eq. (40.14)[33]. Since the members often
support each other even on errors, they accumulate errors in
their books[32,33,39,40,66] and they make little progress for a
long time. Thus, this School often becomes an obstacle for
scientific progress.
The electric energy density at r is q2/8r4[33]. Thus, the total
electric energy outside a radius r is
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This result of Weinberg[67] is correct, since the distance in
the frame of reference is decided by the Euclidean-like structure[20]; whereas the metric determines only the space contractions[1,18]. A similar calculation of total mass[39] gives a
continuation from the internal to the external of the
Schwarzschild solution. However, if a factor (gr r)1/2 is added
to the integration[39], this results in a larger mass, and would
lead to another inconsistency[18,28]. However, some objected
the above calculation as incorrect. They believed that a planewave is not bounded[8], and thus differ from Einstein and
the Wheeler School[33]. They even claimed Einstein’s requirement on weak gravity were incorrect because their knowledge in general relativity was out-dated.
Some believed that the force, which is different from force
generated with “equivalence mass”, could be compensated.
However, such an argument does not change the fact that
the gravity is different.
Currently, for a charged particle under the influence of gravity, the Lorentz force and the radiative reaction force are
added to the geodesic equation to form an equation of
motion. However, since there is no external electromagnetic
field, the Lorentz force is absent. Since this is a static case, the
radiative reaction force is absent[48].
In this approach, we calculate the field generated by charge
particle Q, then the force acting on particle P; and the field
generated by particle P, then the force acting at Q. This approach, which is often used in electrodynamics, is valid because the field generated by a particle, does not make itself
move. For the metric generated by particle P, the metric would
be ds2 = (1- 2m/)dt2 – (1- 2m/)-1d2 – 2d ‘2, where (,
’, ’) is a new coordinate system with P at the center. Thus,
the force on Q in the -direction would be only –M(m/2).
Note that the distance between P and Q is r = , and thus
there should be another term in the -direction as q2(m/3).
It was claimed that the Pioneer Space-Probe Anomaly has
been resolved by a heat-radiation model. However, a discoverer of the anomaly, Erik Anderson (April 1, 2011 at

[86]

[87]

12:57) commented, “ … Science will have suffered the worst
sort of dysfunction if the Pioneer Anomaly gets swept
under the convenient rug of “the plausible.” Even so, we
will still have the Earth flyby anomalies and the so-called
“A.U.” anomaly left uncovered. All three anomalies seem to
be manifestations of a singular phenomenon — the latter
two cannot be dismissed as heat radiation. Heat-radiation
models, like string theory, can be customized to fit any set
of observational parameters. There is no limit on sophistication. We should not be so easily impressed. Nothing has
been resolved.
In general relativity, there are two views. One of the views is
that there is no force but only geometry, and another view is
that there are forces just as in other theories in physics. The
view of pure geometry is questionable because one must
consider the radiation reaction force due to the emission of
gravitational waves.
From the Internet, one would know that experiments of
weighing capacitors have been performed for years. Experimentalist Liu thought this reduction of weight as a loss of
mass. Since nobody was able to explain his experiment in
terms of well-known theories, the general belief was that
this reduction is due to experimental errors. Nobody thought
of this having anything to do with electric charge since in a
capacitor the electromagnetic force is screened. Mr. Liu considers his experiment challenges Newton’s law of gravity
and Einstein’s formula E = mc2.
Validity of the plane-waves of Bondi, Pirani, & Robinson[7],
is based on arguing that for a manifold, Einstein’s requirement for weak gravity may not be applicable since a manifold may not relate to a physical frame of reference with the
Euclidean-like structure[20]. Thus, the editor of the Royal
Society[8] initiated a challenge to the Wheeler school[33] including Ohanian and Ruffini[66], Wald[39], Will[40], who
claimed to have the standard theory, and others such as
Landau & Lifshitz[68], Straumann[69], and those who believed Einstein’s requirement on weak gravity and the socalled “covariance principle”. Responding to such a challenge is important to Will, who has built his career essentially on the Parameterized Post-Newtonian Approximation, while claiming validity of the “covariance principle”.
Although the paper of Bondi et al[7] is well known, nobody
responded to their challenge before. This seems to suggest
unequivocally that few theorists such as Zhou[70-72] other
than the editor of the Royal Society understand the implication of the so-called “covariance principle” in physics.
For instance, Journals such as the Physical Review D[73] and
Proceeding of the Royal Society[2,7] and theorists such as ‘t
Hooft[47] and Penrose[11,73] still do not understand the principle of causality adequately.

